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Abstract. Nowadays, the directions application is often used by many people, 

this application is very helpful for its users in finding the best travel routes, by 

simply entering the address code, this application can provide routes that can be 

passed for various types of vehicles. In Indonesia itself there are several direc-

tions applications that are widely used with different positive and negative com-

ments. There are several types of applications that will be used in this study, 

namely Google Maps, Maps.me, and Waze, the data collected is user comment 

data by means of web scraping. The purpose of this research is to find out the 

user reviews of each application used as research material. Data processing used 

the Support Vector Machine method, 750 comments were taken from each appli-

cation, and the final result was Sygic Maps being the application with the highest 

score based on the results of 87.47% accuracy, 87.47% precision, and 99.85% on 

recall value. The Sygic Maps application has 31% positive comments, then Here 

We Go gets 29%, Maps.me gets 24%, then Waze has 14% positive comments, 

and google maps has 1% positive comments. With this, Sygic Maps became the 

application with the highest rating based on positive comments. In this study the 

Google Maps application became the application with the most users and com-

ments with a total of 655,909, and the application with the least number of re-

views was the Here We Go application with a total of 3,394 comments.   

Keywords: Google Play, Sentiment Analysis, Google Play Support Vector Ma-

chine. 

1 Introduction   

In the current technological era, the application of directions is not a taboo for the com-

munity [1]. This application was created to make it easier for people to find an address 

or a location they want to visit, by simply entering the name of the address or location,  
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the application will provide the best route information to go through [2]. The applica-

tion can be easily downloaded on the Google Play Store, the platform provides various 

kinds of applications, one of which is a directions application for Android users [3].    

In Indonesia, there are several directions applications that are often used, such as 

Google Maps, Maps.me and Waze [4]. These three applications can be obtained by 

downloading through the Google Play Store, in this study these three applications are 

the objects to be studied. However, each application has its advantages and disad-

vantages, such as the placement of location points that are not appropriate, the route 

that is passed does not match the type of vehicle, and sometimes the navigation position 

delayed. These problems greatly affect user satisfaction.   

In this study, data was required for reviewing application directions where the data 

was taken from the Google Play Store using a scraper [5]. These results are called sen-

timent analysis, the process is used to find user opinions in the form of topics or text 

[6][7].  The initial step in analyzing the data is to separate positive and negative user 

opinions from comments typed in the comments column [8], then compare the three 

applications to find out the level of each application based on the accuracy value [9].    

Previous research was conducted by Fathurahman Bei and Sudin Saepudin, with the 

title Analysis of Sentiment for Online Ticket Applications in the Play Store Using the 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) Method. , then 75.03% owned by Traveloka, then 

64.00% Mister Aladin, and 58.68% owned by the Tiket.com application. It can be con-

cluded from the above results that the pegipegi platform has the highest accuracy value 

of 78.21% using the Support Vector Machine method [10].   

2 Method   

2.1 Data Recap    

This stage is one of the initial processes for conducting sentiment analysis, the data 

used is taken from user comments [11]. This data collection process uses the help of a 

scraper by entering a link for each of these applications [12]. After carrying out data 

collection then giving sentiment labels to some of the comments, the labels are positive 

and negative to be used as training data and test data [13].   

2.2 Pre-processing   

Processing includes organizing and tidying up data, while several stages are tokeniza-

tion, transform case, filter stopwords, and filter tokens [14].   

2.3 Data classification   

The following process uses the rapidminer application. comment data is used as an 

opinion that is negative and positive then data processing is carried out [15].   
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2.4 Application of the Algorithm   

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the method used in research. the results obtained 

through the Cross Validation stage are in the form of accuracy, a performance vector is 

needed to get accuracy, precision, and recall values [16].     

2.5 Research Framework   

The following are several processes in data collection using web scraping in each ap-

plication (Figure 1).   

     

Fig. 1. Data collection flowchart  

Data collection steps:  

1. Search: researchers need to search for the type of application they want on google 

play store.    

2. Links: before carrying out the scrap process it is necessary to take links from each 

application, this is done for the data collection process using a scraper/web scraping.    

3. Scraping: the process of getting the desired comment data, in the scrap process you 

can set how much review data you want to take.   

3 Results   

To get commentary data, researchers need to take links from each of these applications 

from the Google Play Store. After getting the application link, the researcher needs the 

help of a scrapper to get a review of application comments in csv format so that they 

can be processed using the RapidMiner application. Comment data that was success-

fully collected was 750 from each application. The following is a Fig. 2 of the data 

collection process with the help of a scraper.   
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Fig. 2. Picture 2. Data scraper process    

In preparation for data processing, it is necessary to label each application user's com-

ments into positive and negative. Then enter into the pre-processing process and use of 

the method (Fig. 3).   

3.1 Pre-processing 

The following are the stages of data processing:   

  

Fig. 3. Data Process 

1. Tokenization, this stage is a process to distinguish between word separators and re-

move certain characters such as punctuation marks.   

2. Transform case, which aims to automatically change text to lowercase.   

3. Filter stopwords, functions in this analysis to remove text that is not used automati-

cally without reducing the sentiment content of the text.   

4. Filter Tokens, used to filter the length of letters, the word used is not more than one.   

3.2 Prediction   

Through the data collection stage per year, the number of users on the sygic maps, 

google maps, waze, maps.me, and here we go applications is obtained each year with 

the following numbers: 

In Fig. 4, it can be seen that the most users were in 2022 with a total of 10.3316 and 

for users at least 80 users in 2011, with a total number of users as much as 655.909.     
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Fig. 4. The number of google maps users per year 

On Fig. 5, it can be seen that the most users were in 2015 with a total of 2.780 and 

for users at least 71 users in 2014, with a total number of users as much as 6.409.   

 

Fig. 5. The number of Maps.me users per year 

  

Fig. 6.  The number of Waze users per year 
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On Fig. 6, it can be seen that the most users were in 2016 with a total of 42.128 and 

for users at least 7 users in 2011, with a total number of users as much as 149.453.   

 

Fig. 7. The number of Sygic users per year     

On Fig. 7, it can be seen that the most users were in 2015 with a total of 10.200 and for 

users at least 10 users in 2011, with a total number of users as much as 28.383.   

 

Fig. 8. The number of Here we go users per year     

On Fig. 8, it can be seen that the most users were in 2016 with a total of 963 and for 

users at least 54 users in 2014, with a total number of users as much as 3.394   
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4 Conclusion     

After analyzing and testing each application with the Support Vector Machine algo-

rithm, it shows that the highest total score is found in the Here We Go application with 

results of 87.47% accuracy, 87.47% precision, and 99.85% on the recall value. The 

Sygic Maps application has 31% positive comments, then Here We Go gets 29%, 

Maps.me gets 24%, then Waze has 14% positive comments, and google maps has 1% 

positive comments. With this, Sygic Maps became the application with the highest rat-

ing based on positive comments. It's with that in mind that Sygic Maps is the app with 

the best value for now. This can be a recommendation for users who are looking for a 

directions application to travel to various places they want to go. In this study, Google 

Maps became the application with the highest number of users and reviews. From the 

data collected with the help of a scraper, researchers managed to obtain 655,909 user 

review data starting in 2011 to 2022. And the least number of users and comments are 

in the Here We Go application. with a total of 3,394, the data was successfully obtained 

from 2014 to 2022.   
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